
 

 

OVERVIEW 

The 5 Section Hand Form that you learn in your first few classes with us, is part of a group of forms which all link 

together to give students a simplified route into a wide range of tai chi experiences that otherwise may take a 

decade or more to experience. It takes students through beginner intermediate and even more advanced skills 

such as partner sword work, using short forms which can be fitted into everyday life.  

This curriculum is an excellent preparation for the longer, more complex traditional curriculum forms which we 

teach in our workshops, experienced/advanced classes and 1-2-1 lessons. 

The 5 Section forms are:  

1. Wuduanjin – warm up qigong 
2. Solo hand form 
3. San Shou (2 person bare-hand form)                   
4. Solo Sword Form                              
5. 2 Person Sword Form      
6. Chen Style Solo bare-hand form 

7. 24 Solo bare-hand Form  
 

For more detail, follow this link to Sam’s own 5 Section page. https://www.masichinternalarts.com/5-section-

page. Sam sells a range of videos on this form which take you through in a structured lesson format. 

MORE ABOUT MASTER SAM MASICH 

Sam is one of the foremost tai chi masters of his generation and an internationally recognised competitor, 

teacher and judge. Studying first judo and then tai chi, he began his martial arts training in 1980. We are 

honoured to be students of such a generous, skilled and insightful teacher. For dates of when you can meet Sam 

at one of his UK Saminars visit our workshops page. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sam_Masich   

https://www.facebook.com/SamMasich.Internal.Arts/ 

https://www.masichinternalarts.com/  

 

VIDEO RESOURCES FROM AROUND THE WORLD 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCZG6Spl6oA  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVWW5T6-U0o&t=45s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIQ1wzUDrKo  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-mjdIMxrwM&t=6s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5YVT1F4NhA  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6_m7Y2SIyY  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RLiFp-NNdqM  
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LIST OF MOVES 

I 

Opening and Preparation 

Part the wild horse’s mane 

White crane spreads its wings 

Brush knee twist step 

Hand stems the lute  

 

II 

Step back and whirl arms 

Grasp bird's tail - ward off, roll back, press, push 

 

III 

Wave hands like clouds 

Single whip 

High pat on horse 

Strike ears with both fists 

 

IV  

Kick with heel 

Golden rooster stands on one leg 

Fair maiden weaves at shuttles 

Needle at sea bottom 

Fan through the back 

 

V  

Twist step, deflect down, parry and punch 

Apparent close and push 

Cross hands 

Closing form 

 

CONTINUER RESOURCES 

Playing with form: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_knjfIZRl0   

Feet positions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5jG0oP83WU  

Hand positions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NshgOjZc4fA&t=1s  
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